
1987 Patek Philippe 3800/001 Nautilus For Sale 

 47,114 € 

QUICK SPEC

Manufacturer Patek Philippe

Collection Nautilus

Model Name 3800/001

Registration Year Circa 1987

Movement Automatic

Limited Edition One of Produced

Case 18K yellow gold

Bracelet 18K yellow gold

Clasp 18 Everose gold

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
          Manufacturer - Patek Philippe 
          Collection - Nautilus 
          Model Name - 3800/1 
          Year - Circa 1987 
          Reference No - 3800/1 
          Movement No - 1'426'036 
          Case No - 2’832'026 
          Gender - Men's watch / Unisex 
          Shape - Oyster

CALIBRE 
         Movement - Automatic 
         Calibre -  330 SC  
         Power Reserve - Approximately 45 hours 
         Frequency - 
         Jewels - 29

CASE 
         Diameter (w) - 37,5 mm 
         Material - 18K yellow gold 
         Bezel - 
         Winding Crown - 
         Water resistance - 10 ATM 
         Crystal - Sapphire Glass 
       



CATALOGUE ESSAY 

Patek Philippe 3800 Nautilus, 18K yellow gold on a matching 18K bracelet (fully linked), the case 
is in excellent condition and is very sharp, automatic Patek Philippe calibre 330 SC, blue classic 
nautilus dial with luminescent hands and indices, the luminescent material on the dial and hands 
perfectly match in color, date at 3 o'clock, sapphire crystal, water resistant to 120 meters, size: 
33mm x 37mm (including lugs), thickness: 7.5 mm. This is an 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe 
Nautilus 3800/1. It has an integral matching 18K yellow gold link bracelet with a deployant clasp, 
and a scratch resistant sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating on both sides. The cushion 
shaped flat bezel, 37mm diameter solid two-body case, bracelet and protected winding crown are 
polished/brushed. It has a striated/guilloche blue dial with applied faceted yellow gold baton hour 
indices, a center sweep seconds hand, and outer dot minute divisions. The date window is at 3 
o'clock. It has a power reserve of 45-hours, and it's water resistant to 120 meters/375 feet. The 
7.5mm thick case, dial, and movement are all signed. 

The automatic calibre 330 SC Movement is rhodium-plated with fausses cotes embellishment. It's 
constructed with 29 jewels, a straight-line lever escapement, and a shock absorber mechanism. It 
includes a monometallic balance adjusted to cold, heat, isochronism, and 5 positions, and a self-
compensating flat balance spring.  

Patek first introduced the Nautilus in 1976 and it was a contemporary style revolution. It has been 
expanded into a huge collection of elegant sport watches based on the universal shape of the 
porthole of a maritime vessel.

DIAL 
         Dial Colour - Striated / Quilloche Blue 
         Dial numerals - Yellow gold baton hour indices 
         Gem Setting - No Gems 

BRACELET / STRAP       
          Bracelet Material - 18K yellow gold 
          Bracelet Color - 18K yellow gold Patek Philippe bracelet, max length 190 mm 
          Clasp - Folding Deployant clasp  
          Clasp Material - 18K yellow gold 

FUNCTIONS       
          Centre hour, minute and seconds hands, small seconds hand at 6 o’clock.  

OTHERS 
           Center Seconds, Guilloche Dial, Luminescen 
t Hands, Luminous indexes 
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